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LOCALLY HOLOMORPHIC SETS AND THE LEVI FORM

L R. HUNT

Suppose we have a real /^-dimensional <^2 manifold M em-
bedded in Cn. If M has a nondegenerate complex tangent
bundle of positive rank at some point pe M9 then the vanishing
or nonvanishing of the Levi form on M near p determines
whether or not M is locally holomorphic at p. We show that
if M is locally holomorphic at p, then the Levi form vanishes
near p, the converse being a known result. In addition we
prove a C — R extendibility theorem for a certain case when
M is ^ ~ and has a nonzero Levi form at peM.

I* Introduction* In the study of holomorphic extendibility and
holomorphic convexity we often want to know whether a set is a
holomorphic set or not. For instance a totally real submanifold of a
Stein manifold is a holomorphic set (see [5]). If a real ^-dimensional
^ 2 manifold M is embedded in Cn in such a way that M has a
nondegenerate complex tangent bundle at some point p, the property
of being locally holomorphic at p depends on the Levi form on M
near p. It has been shown that if the Levi form vanishes near p
then M is locally holomorphic at p. The converse has been proved
only in the generic case when k > n and M is ^°° ([1] or [6]). It
is the purpose of this paper to prove the converse in all cases. For
a particular case (which we call pseudo-hypersurface) we combine a
lemma of Nirenberg [4] with the compactly supported solutions to
the C — R equations to prove a C - i ί extension theorem.

In §2 we define exceptional points, the Levi form, and the concept
of local holomorphicity. Section 3 contains a discussion of the relation
of the Levi form to the local equations of the embedded manifold.
In §4 we show that to prove theorems about local holomorphicity,
we need only consider open sets of Cn with ^°° boundaries. We
show that a locally holomorphic set has a vanishing Levi form, if the
Levi form can be defined. In §5 we define the concept of a pseudo-
hypersurface and prove that if the Levi form does not vanish on a
pseudo-hypersurface, all C — R functions are extendible to an open
set in C\

2* Definitions* Let I be a real Λ-dimensional ^ 2 manifold
embedded in Cn, k, n ^ 2. Let TX(M) be the real tangent space to
i l ίa ta ; and HX(M) - TX(M) Π ίTx{M). Then HX(M) is the maximal
complex subspace of C% contained in TX(M), called the vector space
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of holomorphic tangent vectors to M at x. It is well known that

max (k - n, 0) ^ dim^CM) ^ Γ—1 .

The real tangent bundle of M is denoted by T(M).
If / is the embedding of M into Cn, then /(/) denotes the

complex Jacobian of / (as a C-linear map from T(M) (x) C —>Cn). If
q — min (n, k), a point p in M is said to be an exceptional point of
order l,0<^l<^ [k/2] — max (k - n, 0) if the complex rank of J(F) \p

is equal to q — I.
A point p in M is generic if p is an exceptional point of order

0. The manifold M is locally generic at p if every point in some
open neighborhood of p is generic, and is locally C — R at p if every
point in some open neighborhood of p is an exceptional point of the
same order.

Suppose Mis locally C — R at peMand HP(M) is nonzero. Then
we define the Levi form at any x near p

by Lx(M)(t) = πx{[Y, Ϋ]}x, where Y is a local section of the fiber
bundle H(M) (with fiber HX{M)) such that Yx = ί, [Γ, Γ], is the Lie
bracket evaluated at x, and

is the projection.
A compact set K in a complex manifold X is a holomorphic set

(also called a Sδ set) if there is a sequence of open Stein manifolds
Xi<zX such that Xί+1 c X{ and

A set K is locally holomorphic at pe K if there exists a compact
neighborhood N oΐ p such that iVΠ i£ is holomorphic.

3* Local equations and the Levi form* Again let M be a real
Λ-dimensional ^ 2 manifold embedded in Cn, k, n ^ 2. Suppose ikf is
locally C — R at p and p is an exceptional point of order I. If k>
n the local equations of M in a neighborhood of #> are (after a
suitable coordinate change)
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Zn =

where x19 , aJβ^D-fc, ̂ 1 ? ^ , -*,uk_n+ι, vk_n+ι are local coordinates for
ikf in a neighborhood of p vanishing at py and zlt •••,«» are coordinates
for C% vanishing at p. The real-valued functions λx, •••Λs(»-l)-t as
well as the complex-valued functions &, , gt vanish to order 2 at
p. Because M is locally C — R at p, the functions &, , gt must
be complex-analytic functions of wu •• ,wk_n+ι (see [3]).

Letting gά = g + ig'f,j = 1, « Z, we find in [7] that the Levi
form vanishes at p if and only if the complex Hessians at p of each
of the functions hl9 , h2{n_ι}__k, g[9 g[', , g'h g" with respect to the
variables wl9 •• wk_n+ι all have zero eigenvalues.

Fix xu , x2(n-D-k and expand each g3- in a Taylor series in w19

= Σ

where w = (wu , ^fc_%+z) and α = (al9 , «*_»+,). Replacing zn_ι+i by
2»-ι+i — Σ a>j,aWa, we have that ^M_z+1 = 0, , zn = 0 in our new local

α

equations. Thus the Levi form vanishes at p if and only if the
complex Hessians at p of each of the functions hx, •••, h2{n_x)__k are all
zero matrices.

If k ^ n the local equations of M in a neighborhood of p are
(after a suitable coordinate change)

Zi = xt + ihSxu , xk-u, Wi, , w,)

( 2 ) i
zk_x = ux + ivt
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where xl9 , xk-2i, Ui, vl9 , ul9 vx are the local coordinates for M in
a neighborhood of p vanishing at p, and zl9 , zn are coordinates
for Cn vanishing at p. The real-valued functions hl9 •••, hk^_n as well
as the complex-valued functions gl9 •••, gn-k+ι vanish to order 2 at p.
Since we are assuming M is locally C — R at p, the functions flrL, ,
ίjrΛ_fc+I are complex-analytic functions of wu **,wx. An argument
similar to the previous one gives us that the Levi form on M vanishes
at p if and only if the complex Hessians at p of each of the functions
fti, , Ajfc-2i with respect to the variables wί, ,wι are all zero
matrices.

4* Certain open sets* We wish to show that to discuss local
holomorphicity we need only consider open sets with ^°° boundaries.

Suppose our manifold M is locally C — R at pe M and Ω is a
pseudoconvex open set of Cn containing a compact neighborhood N
of p in M. Let if be a compact subset of Ω also containing N, and
let W be an open neighborhood of KΩyP, the plurisubharmonic hull of
K in Ω. Since jBΓfl,p is compact in Ω, we may take Wa c β, where
c c denotes relative compactness. We need the following theorem [2].

THEOREM 1. Lei Ω, K, and W be as stated. Then there exists a
function u e ^°°(Ω) such that

(a) u is strictly plurisubharmonic for every ze Ω.
(b) u < 0 in K but u > 0 in Ω Π {complement of W}.
(c) {z, z e Ω, u(z) < c] c c Ω for every CeR.

Since W is a compact subset of Ω and % is a continuous real-
valued function on Ω, there exists a real number c' ;> 0 such that
u ^ c' in TΓ. Letting £?' = {2; s 6 fl; u(z) < c'}, we have that Ω' a aΩ
and <%?' = {z; z e £?; %(z) = c'}. Thus β' is an open manifold in Cn such
that

( i ) Ωτ contains N,
(ii) Ωf has a ΐf°° boundary,
(iii) β' is a compact subset of ί2, and
(iv) the function defining dΩr has a positive definite Hessian at

every point of dΩ'.
We shall restrict ourselves to the case k > n since discussions

for k ^ n follow in an analogous manner. Thus M has local equa-
tions (1) near p. Let us assume LP(M) Φ 0, and arbitrarily that
dPhi/dwjdWiip) = — 1 with the Hessian of ht in diagonal form. Coordinate
changes on Cn (see [2], p. 51) allow us to write
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Using continuity arguments and properties of superharmonic
functions in the variable w1 we find there exists a closed neighborhood
A of p in M such that hu as a function of wlf w1 with the other
variables fixed, cannot assume a relative minimum at any interior
point of A. Thus for fixed xu •••, x2{n~D-k, w%, m ,Wk~»+u the mini-
mum of hx as a function of wu w1 is attained on the boundary of A.
We may assume this minimum is ^ — ε, ε > 0, for every xu ,

X2(n-l)-k, Wi, * * , Wk-n+l With (Xl9 , X2{n~l)~k, ™l, ' * ' , Wk-»+l) G A.

We define a new set S with local equations at p given by

z2 — x2

Zn-l+ι = 0

where - ε ^ ^ ^ /^(a?!, , α;2(%_Z)_fc, w l f , W ^ + J ) , and where («„ ,

a?2(n-i)-*, Wi, •••, w ^ ^ , ) a r e in A .

Denote the projection of Cn onto the set

{zeCn;y2 = 0, ---, ynn-x)-.h = 0, sn_ ι + 1 = 0, , zn = 0} by π.

Under this projection A goes onto the subset of S with yλ = fti(a?i, ,

Let {i3i}Γ=i be domains of holomorphy in Cw such that M is locally
holomorphic at p = 0 with respect to these domains, and each contains
A Denote by {Ωl}?^ the sets described in (3), and let u\ be the C°°
defining function for dΩ\. As i gets large dΩ\ tends to ikΓ, so there
exists an integer i and a nonempty open set U of points in S such that
ττ(dβ') does not contain U. Since d£?J cannot intersect M there exists a
point qeΩ'i such that π(?) eS — π(A), dul/dy[(q) Φ 0, and ^ as a func-
tion of w19 w1 (with xlf z2y , S2(Λ_,)+Jb,w2, , wfc_M+z, ^_ 3 + 1, , zn held
fixed) has a relative maximum at q. However ^ is a (strictly) sub-
harmonic function of wu wι since u\ is and we have our contradiction.
Geometrically we have, for fixed xlf z2, , z2(n_ι)+k, w2, , wk-n+ι,
Zn-i+i, , zn9 a real 2-dimensional manifold (with coordinates wl9 wj
which lies in or below the tangent plane to 342' at q. This implies the
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complex Hessian of u\ at q has a nonpositive eigenvalue, also a con-
tradiction.

We have the following result, the sufficiency being found in [6].

THEOREM 2. Let M be a real k-dimensional ^2 submanifold of
Cn which is locally C — R at peM with complex dimension HP(M) =
m > 0. Then M is locally holomorphic at p if and only if the Levi
form vanishes identically near p.

5* Odd codimensional submanifolds* Suppose M is a real
(2n — 2m + l)-dimensional ^°° submanifold of Cn, where mis a posi-
tive integer and (2n — 2m + 1) >̂ 2.

DEFINITION 1. The manifold M is a local pseudo-hypersurface at
p e M if M is locally C — R at pe M and p is an exceptional point
of the highest possible order. The manifold M is a pseudo-hypersurface
if it is a local pseudo-hypersurface at every one of its points.

The reasons for the name pseudo-hypersurface are the following:
( i ) In the local equations for M at a point p there is only the

function hγ in (1), and if M is indeed real-analytic, coordinate changes
can be made so that M appears locally as a hypersurface in some
possibly lower dimensional complex Euclidean space,

(ii) if the Levi form on M does not vanish at p, we shall show
that all C — R functions on M extend to holomorphic functions on
some open set in Cn, similar to the hypersurface case.

Let M be a real Λ-dimensional ^°° manifold embedded in Cn, k,
n^2. Suppose / e ^"(M). We say that / is a C — R function at
peM if Xf(y) = 0, for y near p and X any section of H(M). If M
is locally C — R at p it suffices to verify the equality just for X in
a local basis for H(M) at p. We note that our manifold need not
be globally C — R. Thus we may have points which are not locally
C — R, but obviously the set of such points is nowhere dense in M.
The function / is a C — R function on M if / is a C — R function
at each point of M. The C — R functions are denoted by CR(M).

We say that M is C — R extendible to a connected set K = M U
Kf where Kr Φ φ, if for every / e CR(M) there exists a continuous
F: M U K' -> C so that F\ M = f and F | K' e έ?(K'). (By &>{K') we
denote those functions holomorphic in some open neighborhood of Kr).

If M is a local pseudo-hypersurface at peM, the local equations
of M in an open neighbhorhood of our point p are
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Zί = x, + ihx{xu wl9 , wn_m)

Z2 — U ι

J r %VX — Wx

-m+z = ί/l(Λ?i, Wi, ' , W—«)

We have by Lemma 2.6.2 of [4] that every function which is C - R
in an open neighborhood of p in M is also C — i? in an open neigh-
borhood of p in the hypersurface with local equations at p

Zlz=Xl + ihx{xu wί9 , wn_m)

( 6 ) z2 — uγ-\- ivι — wγ

However this is a hypersurface which is C — R extendable over an
open subset of Cn if the Levi form is nonvanishing at p (see Theorem
2.6.13 in [2]). We have shown the following result.

THEOREM 3. Suppose M is a local pseudo-hypersurface at peM

and the Levi form on M is nonvanishing at p. Then M is C — R

extendible over an open subset of Cn.

REMARK 1. Nirenberg [4] proves a much more general theorem
(in the sense of dimensions and genericity) than the one above, but
requires in the pseudo-hypersurface case that the complex Hessian of hx

with respect to wl9 , wn_m have either two eigenvalues of opposite
signs or all nonzero eigenvalues of the same sign. It is hoped that
C — R extendibility theorems depend only on the vanishing or non-
vanishing of the Levi form.

REMARK 2. Since a compact pseudo-hypersurface has a peak point
where the Levi form does not vanish (see [3]), it is C — R ex-
tendible over an open set in Cn.

REMARK 3. This is the first example of a lower dimensional
extendibility theorem without using the work of Bishop.
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